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“There’s no need to unify body 

and mind; instead we need to 

discover that they aren’t   

separate to begin with.” 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

 

UNTRAIN YOUR PARROT 

 

Untrain Your Parrot, by Elizabeth Hamilton, will 

soon be available from Shambhala Publications.  It 

is expected to be for sale at bookstores and at the 

Center in mid-August. 

 

 

PRACTICE PERIOD 

 

This year’s Practice Period will be from September 

15 through October 20. Information and an 

application will be available in the next two months. 

 

 

ZEN CENTER WEBSITE 

 

www.zencentersandiego.org is now fully 

operational.  

 

 

NEWSLETTER 

 

If you have a change of address, or if you would like 

to no longer receive the newsletter, please send an 

email to newsletter@zencentersandiego.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

– Parking is Practice –   

Please park at least 2 blocks away 

and please be mindful of our neighbors 

 

SCHEDULE 

Dawn Sitting 

 Weekdays, Mon. – Fri. 6-7 am 

 

Tues. Evening 

 Two Sittings, 6:30 – 8:00 pm 

 

Wed. Evening 

 Two Sittings, 6:30 – 7:40 pm 

 Practice seminar follows  
 (until about 8:20 pm) 

 

Thurs. Evening 

 Two Sittings, 6:30 – 8:00 pm 
 

Sat. Morning  

 8:30 am Work practice 
 

 8:45 am Introductory workshop 

   for newcomers 

 
   Follow-up instruction  

   for those who have 

  attended introduction 
 

 9:00 - Noon Three sittings; Dharma talk 

 

First Sun. Morning Each Month: 

 Three Sittings, 9:00 am-11:00 am 

http://www.zencentersandiego.org/
mailto:newsletter@zencentersandiego.org


Please do not e-mail this form 

 

APPLICATION FOR SESSHIN 

ZEN CENTER of SAN DIEGO • 2047 Felspar St. • San Diego, CA 92109 • 858-273-3444 

Please print clearly to avoid delay in processing your application, and please fill out this form completely.  

Name  _____________________________________________________________________  Age _______  Gender  _____ 

Address  ____________________________________________   City _______________________ State ____ Zip _______ 

Home phone  ________________________________________   Work phone _____________________________________ 

Emergency contact (name) _____________________________   (phone) _________________________________________ 
        (must be blood relative or spouse) 

e-mail____________________________________ (ZCSD has no e-mail address, but volunteers may contact you by e-mail). 

 

Circle the sesshin for which you are applying: 

Please note: Applications cannot be considered unless a check for sesshin fees is included 

 

Date Member Non-member Mail-in Date 

 

Aug 21-26   5-day 150.00 175.00 June 21 

Oct 12-15 3-day 175.00 200.00 Aug 12  

Dec 26-31 5-day 150.00 175.00 Sept 26 

 

Have you ever attended sesshins at ZCSD?  ___Yes ___ No  

This will be my   ___1st    ___ 2nd     ___ 3rd     ___ +        sesshin at ZCSD 

Date/location/teacher of your most recent sesshin   ___________________________________________________________ 
 

Mail in form no earlier than the mail-in date above, marked: Attention  Sesshin Coordinator.  The postmark will be 

entered as the application date.  Please wait to make air reservations until your application has been confirmed.  We will notify 

you as soon as decisions have been made.  If you haven’t heard from us exactly one month before the sesshin begins, please 

call the Center. 

Arrive by 6:30 pm the first night.**  Last day will end about 3:00 pm. A light snack will be available the first evening.  

**Newcomers please arrive early for orientation.  Orientation begins at 4:30 pm 

Work Skills (circle):   cooking,  shopping prior to sesshin,  electrical,  carpentry,  painting,  computer,  gardening, sewing, 

flower arranging,  jobs  prior to sesshin,  other: 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Physical conditions limiting participation:__________________________________________________________________ 
 

I agree to maintain a daily sitting practice from the time of this application through the sesshin.  I will participate in the entire 

schedule, including interviews, sittings, meals, work, and any assigned tasks.  I will be on time for all activities.  I understand 

that my physical, mental, and emotional well-being are my own responsibility.  Zen practice is not a substitute for therapy.  I 

am capable of undertaking the rigors of a sesshin at this time.  I am seeking medical or therapeutic treatment for any 

condition(s) I have, and have revealed all pertinent information on this form.  I will sign a waiver releasing ZCSD from 

accident and injury liability. 

 

________________________________________________    ________________________________________________ 
Signature Legibly printed name 

 

ALL BLANKS ON APPLICATION FILLED IN?   ___ Yes   ___ Nov  12-06  

 



 

THE ART OF AWARENESS - PART III 

 

There is a good analogy that describes the kind of awareness required to live more awake. The analogy is to 

compare the continuum of awareness to a camera. The pre-stage of the awareness continuum – the state of waking 

sleep, where we’re basically not aware, not present – is analogous to a camera that still has a dark filter covering the 

lens. When we begin awareness practice, we are basically learning to take the filter off the lens – we’re learning to 

see and experience in a new way. 

      

The concentration mode on the awareness continuum is analogous to the telephoto lens, where we focus in on one 

aspect of our experience, such as the breath or a koan, and stay with it very intensely. We also use this lens when 

we’re off the meditation cushion, such as when we need to focus on certain kinds of work, or on creative or athletic 

endeavors. Here, the concentration mode may be the most appropriate form of awareness. But when a focused 

concentration is not required, we change the camera lens to the mindfulness mode.     

 

The mindfulness mode on the continuum of awareness is analogous to taking a snapshot. With the clarity of a 

photograph, we examine the present moment experience of mind and body. We look with precision at the photo, 

often seeing what we normally might not see, or looking at the same details in a very different way. If there is a 

strong emotion, we learn how to stay present with the visceral experience of the emotion without getting hooked 

into the thought-based story – with all of the drama and blame. In seeing the thoughts objectively, as we would 

when looking at a photograph, the thoughts don’t fuel the fire of emotion; instead, we can feel the emotion as sheer 

energy.  

      

When we’re using neither the telephoto lens of concentration nor the precise snapshots of mindfulness, we use the 

wide angle lens of open awareness. The wide angle lens takes in everything, from the mundane to the shimmering. 

The experience of wide open awareness, when the lens is fully open, is like having a 360 degree view while 

listening to surround sound. There is a knowing, a realization, that we are the vastness of the surround, as well as a 

unique manifestation of it. This is the experience of Being-Awareness. 

 

What’s important to remember is that living awake is not limited to just one point on the awareness continuum. 

There are times when the telephoto lens of concentration is needed, to shut out the incessant noise of the mind and 

to allow the body and mind to settle. There are even more times when the precise snapshots of mindfulness are 

needed, especially in dealing with our deep-seated conditioning, including all of our emotional reactivity. But as 

our photo album becomes more and more extensive, as we know ourselves with more and more clarity, we become 

increasingly capable of including our emotional reactions within the wide angle lens of open awareness. We learn 

to experience the clouds while staying with the wide angle view of the sky. We learn to live increasingly from 

Being-Awareness, able to maintain a larger sense of what life is. And within the spaciousness of wide open 

awareness, with the breath centered in the chest, we learn to live each day with Being-Kindness as our natural 

response to life.      

 

 

 

Continued on page 4



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Of course, this analogy of the camera lens of awareness is not a scientific formula. But neither is practice. In fact, 

the attempt to define and confine practice to one thing, or to reduce it to a scientific formulation, is much too 

limiting. Practice is not science; it is much more of an art form, where we have to deal with the worlds of subtlety, 

relativity, and paradox. We don’t approach all of our experiences with one fixed formula, just as we don’t use a 

camera only one way. Depending on what life is presenting, we learn which lens is needed. In the art of practice,  

we may flicker between the telephoto lens of concentration, the clear snapshots of mindfulness, and the wide angle 

lens of open awareness in a very short span of time.    

 

Truly living awake is more than an art form; it is ultimately a mystery. But it doesn’t have to be mysterious in a 

confused sense. The more we understand the subtleties of the continuum of awareness, the less we’ll be seduced 

into a single limited view of what living awake means. Rather than reducing it to being one with our experience or 

being mindful or spacious, living awake is a fluid interplay of three essential components:  a diminution of the self-

centered story of “me”; a sense of presence, of Being-Awareness; and perhaps above all, the heartfelt sense of 

Being-Kindness that is the essence of who we are and the basis for living compassionately. 

                                                 

Ezra Bayda, Three Steps to Freedom, Shambhala, 2008 
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